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Editor’s Report
Welcome to epic with its new editorial team of Tiago, Laura and Mostyn (for the
present).
Andrew and Bron have both left epic after their two years as editors of epic. They
deserve an enormous thankyou for their efforts. Also, this is Mostyn’s final edition. If
anyone would like to join the editorial team at epic there is a place open.
This edition comes at the end of another exciting year for the Mountaineering club. The
club is still going strong, even if the snow season was a bit of a dud. Anyway,
remember to write you trips up. They only need to be a few hundred words and it is
great when other club members can hear about your adventures.
Laura, Mostyn and Tiago
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Club Discounts
Jurkiewicz Adventure Store - Fyshwick - 15% discount on regular stock
(excluding kayaks, GPS, EPIRBs and Southern Cross tents), 25% discount on
any Lowe Alpine, Faders, Wild Country, DMM or Salewa
Mountain
Designs
Braddon - 15% off all nonsale items
Camping
World
Belconnen & Tuggeranong
- 12% off
Paddy Pallin - Braddon 10% off most of their
regular stock. They will
match prices from other
stores for the same or
similar items.

Sam Margerison in Braidwood wearing his only dry clothes
after the Cocktails on the castle. Photo: Ben Davies

About the Epic
The Epic is the quarterly newsletter of the ANU Mountaineering Club.
Editors:
Andrew Peters

0428 888 845
6125 7190
andrewjpeters@NOSPAM.yahoo.com.au
0439 805 339
mostyn.gale@NOSPAM.anu.edu.au

Mostyn Gale

Bronwen Davies

0408 251 020
bronwendavies@NOSPAM.grapevine.com.au

All contributions, including photos and artwork, are eagerly accepted. Photos at
300dpi Resolution via email are preferred, prints accepted. All care/no
responsibility is taken. Try to limit articles to 600 words. Articles submitted may
be edited for length and style.
Club Membership:
Membership Fees)

Epic

$30/year

students;

$30/year

non-students
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President’s Report
First of all I would like to take the opportunity to welcome the new Executive and
Committee for 2006-2007 on behalf of the Club. We are extremely lucky to have
such a dedicated group of people who contribute their time and skills to make
sure the Club is able to offer as many benefits as possible to our members.
I would like to remind all ANUMC members that our activity officers, EPIC
editors, treasurers, gear store officers, database managers and so on are all
volunteers, and receive no payment for their hours of service other than that
warm fuzzy glow you get from helping out. Most importantly, please remember
that all our trip leaders are volunteers. This means that they deserve your
utmost respect and gratitude (and party invitations!). Our trip leaders are our
most valuable resource, for without them there can no trips! Please be nice to
them and let them know that they are appreciated ;-) If you’re interested in
starting to lead trips for the ANUMC, please get in touch with the relevant
activity officer, and keep an eye out for the Trip Leaders Information Evening
(with free pizza!) to be held early in first semester. We’re always keen to recruit
some new talent!
One more thing I’d like to mention is the importance of feedback. If you love
something the Club is doing, please let the person responsible know!
Alternatively, if you think that something can be improved, please get in touch.
We can’t know what you want unless you tell us. You can send an email to any
member of the Executive or the Committee, you can ask for your issue to be
discussed at one of the monthly committee meetings, or you can just pull one of
us aside for a chat.
Feedback is also of utmost importance in terms of trip leading. If you think a trip
leader is doing a fantastic job, let the relevant activity officer, or a member of the
Exec know, and nominate them for a prize at the end of the year. If something
happens on a trip that makes you uncomfortable, or you think isn’t safe,
PLEASE get in touch with the activity officer or someone on the Exec. It is our
responsibility to do everything we can to ensure that all club members have an
enjoyable and safe time on trips. If you have concerns, please make them
known so that they can be addressed.
Finally, I’d like to wish everyone a safe and enjoyable holiday season, whether
you’re mountaineering in New Zealand, scaling mountains in Tassie, or lying on
the beach on the South Coast! Next year is the ANUMC’s 40th anniversary, so
let’s make it a year to remember!

Sam Keech-Marx
President
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Snowshoes & Pancakes
By Millie Hofmann
It seems the early start is a feature of all the MC weekends away and this
weekend was no exception. My alarm started ringing around the same time as
the birds outside my bedroom window started chirping and the day began. As it
turned out my ride was running late so I had time to enjoy a lovely leisurely
breakfast in the sun and had my gear outside ready to go when Michael and
Khoa arrived. Full of gusto we headed off for Jindabyne, the promise of a
second breakfast at the oh so famous Jindy Bakery and a weekend of fun in the
snow. To our horror the tape player in Michael’s car not only didn’t work but ate
the tape and wouldn’t let us use the radio… But that is a sad tale of its own and
despite the lack of tunes we had a great drive down.

Fiona & Dave Having Lunch on Saturday

From Jindabyne to Guthega it was
snowing lightly and everywhere we
looked the branches of the gum trees
were heavy with snow. Though only a
couple of weeks earlier it had
seemed as though spring were here,
we were lucky and it had been
snowing since Wednesday. The
Aussie bush was transformed to a
white paradise and was beautiful. At
Guthega chairlift we met with the rest
of our snowshoe group and with a
group of MC cross country skiers.
They were headed to the same
destination so we planned to camp
together in the valley. In a flurry of
activity we got ourselves ready,
indulged in a quick snowball fight (or
some of us did) and headed off on
our snowshoe adventure….
The start of our hike was primarily along a muddy path with patchy snow but
soon after we crossed the Snowy River we were able to put on our snowshoes.
The cross country skiers kept up a better pace and overtook us, quickly leaving
us mere snowshoeing humans in their wake. Our little party consisted of our
fearless leaders Michael and Fiona, Katie, Khoa, Dave, Steph, Andy and I.
There were a couple of us there who had never worn snow shoes and I’ve got
to say that once on your feet they are much more comfortable and effective
than they look. In fact they are a lot of fun! Amidst story telling and laughter we
hiked into the valley and rejoined forces with the skiers who had already made
camp by the Twynem River. We got our tents up and though the evening was
arriving and the wind was picking up we were still keen for more adventure so
went for a quick hike up a nearby hill.
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Top of Little Twynam- Fiona, Michael, Millie, Dave & Katie

A couple of the group were still
keen for snow fun and started
building a snow cave but I was
ready
for
the
comforts
available in my tent- dry
clothes, double sleeping bag
for better leg warming and toe
defrosting and of course lots of
chocolate. I think I chose the
right tent as Michael took
charge of all cooking and
Khoa and I got to have dinner
in bed. What service! We even
had after dinner guests. Pierre
and Lawrence from the cross
country ski trip popped in from
the blizzard for Michael’s pancakes and a chat. As the evening wore on and the
storm outside howled, my eyes glazed over and my head started nodding as the
sound of MC gossip wafted through the tent. It took me a while to get to sleep
though for fear of freezing to death during the night (in fact I woke up sweating)
and due to the thunderous snoring coming from the person sleeping next to me
(I won’t name names but it wasn’t Michael).
We were hoping that the weather would clear and the sun would be shining
when we woke up in the morning but that was wishful thinking. The sky was still
overcast and the wind still blowing. But with a fresh layer of snow covering
everything it was magical. Most of us hiked up to Little Twynam and despite the
wind howling and snow swirling it was a great hike and was accompanied by a
great sense of achievement at the top. On the way Dave saw some kind of dog
and once we determined it couldn’t be a wolf (despite kind of liking the idea) we
couldn’t figure out what it was. Perhaps a dingo but it was grey… It remains a
mystery to this day.

Sitting back at the Guthega chairlift
we drank cups of coffee and Milo as
we changed out of our muddy wet
gear and got into more comfy outfits
for the ride home, only broken by a
quick trip to Food Factory in Cooma
to grab a quick and very greasy
meal. Under other circumstances it
may not have been great food but
after our snowshoe escapades it
tasted great.
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Dave snug in his tent

The hike downhill was a breeze in comparison to slogging up the hill. We
alternated between running and walking as running was so fun but having had 2
massive downhill stacks the day before I was a little more conservative in my
downhill loping. Once back at camp it was time to pack up and begin the
homeward journey. It felt like we made great speed hiking out and didn’t get
overtaken by the skiers which I must
say felt good!

Snowshoeing to Mt. Townsend
By Michael Bortz

Annie

Annie on the peak. Photo: Michael Borz

Saturday morning, five o'clock.
Again, I'm checking that the
alarm-clock is really activated to
ring half an hour later. Saturday
morning, half past five: finally,
the alarm clock rings. Finally,
time to get up, to have a quick
breakfast, to start our trip to the
snow.
In our group there are three
young fathers (our trip leader
Mika, Dunkan and Alex), one
even younger lady (Annie) and
three other, not less younger
guys (Dave, Dom and me). We
are heading to Thredbo to
snowshoe up to Mt. Townsend.
From Thredbo, we permit
ourselves a relaxed start. The
chairlift carries us up the first few
hundred metres. Our enthusiasm
makes us put the snowshoes on

The Snow shoers make their way up a valley. Photo: Michael Bortz
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immediately after that, but due to the fairly patchy snow-coverage we take them
off again after the first half an hour of walk. The snow becomes
``snowshoeable'' a few hundred metres further, and this time we keep the
snowshoes till Mueller’s Pass. The views are fantastic, reaching as far as the
Victorian Alps.
After having lunch at Cootapatamba Lookout, we keep ourselves busy in the
afternoon with walking up to Mueller’s Peak, before finally heading to Mount
Townsend (2209 m). Townsend is the second highest peak of the Australian
mainland (only 20 metres lower than Kosciusko). We are setting up our tents a
few metres underneath the summit, in unreal weather conditions: no wind,
hardly a cloud in the sky. The snow coverage is good from Mueller’s Peak on Dom even finds a good spot to dig a snow cave. The younger folks of the group
are enthusiastic enough to climb up to the summit, before we all dedicate
ourselves to cooking, facing the sunset in the west, looking over little bushfires.
Once it is dark, a firework starts in the east, probably on Charlottes Pass. Over
us, the Southern Cross, shooting stars (which, fortunately, are no stars, as one
of us notices) and zillions of others, under us, the icy snow.
The morning sun wakes us up and is highly appreciated to dry wet socks. We
visit the summit again, take some photos, and start our way back. Down to
Wilkinson's Creek where we fill our water bottles (this and the following
downhill-parts are Dom's specialty: he carried his snowboard all the time...) and
finally up to Kosci where we have an early lunch.
Once back in Canberra we notice that most of us have burned necks – while
protecting our faces from the sun, we did not realize that the snow reflected the
strong sunlight to burn our necks. One leftover from two gorgeous days in the
snow.

“Facing the sunset in the west, looking over little bushfires.” Photo: Michael Borz
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Cocktails on the Castle XIII
By Mostyn Gale
This year there were three points from which people set out to the castle. The
traditional set-out point from Yadboro, at the base of the castle, Wog Wog a
longer and more difficult route, and Sassafras, a route of nearly Epic
proportions.
I was driving to Yadboro with Cheryl and Helen. We had departed Canberra
late and wanted to get to bed early, so we only dropped in quickly on the
Traditional pre-cocktails pizza at Braidwood. Disappointed, I figured I could
have the pizza on the way back.
The Western Distributor Road into Yadabro, a dirt track in reality, seemed
endless. Having arrived at Yadboro we quickly unpacked, Cheryl and Helen put
a tent up, but I just slept in my sleeping bag. Bats were flying overhead hunting
insects. I could hear their clicking. Occasionally the warm dry breeze would
pick up, swirl through the tops of the trees and lick at us on the ground. The
stars were so bright that identifying a constellation was impossible. The others
arrived later, but I was asleep.

Group 2 resting. Photo: Tiago Pereira

The next day started slowly with everyone getting ready. It was already getting
quite warm. The climb to the top of the castle promised to be long, hot and dry.
So, I left my tent behind, thinking that I would just sleep under the stars. I set
out in the first group with Andrew, Che, Chris, Rob, Uli and Corrina. The bush
was hot and dry. We stoped every twenty to thirty minutes for a break.
Gradually, the time between breaks shrunk as we made our way around the
base of the castle.
All of the people who knew the area said they had never seen it this dry.
Apparently there is always water around the castle, but this year we only began
to see some trickles as
we made it up to the
saddle.
Andrew had
built up a lot of
expectation about the
waterfall, and water
pouring down onto our
heads. This sounded
like heaven.
Then,
when we reached the
waterfall,
it
was
completely dry. Walking
up to the saddle the
time between breaks
grew
smaller
and
smaller and breaks
grew longer and longer.
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The Sassafras Group on their way to the Castle. Photo: Friedman

We were so slow in the end, that the second group, lead by Annie, caught up
with us. We pushed on up to the saddle and had a hot tired lunch as the dry
wind began to pick up. It was lashing us, with increasing strength. Suddenly,
there was of talk of not having cocktails on top of the castle.
Rob, Uli and Corrina decided to go to the green room. Rumour has it, that it is a
fantastic cool and luscious place where we could hopefully refill our water
bottles. Surely it would be wet still. But there were only a few stagnant looking
puddles left. We took some water out with Ron’s filter, and a small yabby
flicked away.
Most of the first group went up the castle together. It was slow going because
Che had a sore knee and couldn’t scramble with her pack on requiring us to
make a chain to carry the packs over the harder obstacles. The trip to the top
followed a convoluted path,
still dry and hot.
The final scramble to the top
was on an exposed face,
with a rope to help the way
up. The wind was gusting
strongly.
But we were
committed, cocktails would
have to be held on the
castle, there was little ope of
getting
everyone
down
again. Even when we made
it to the top of the castle it
threw one more challenge at
us, we had to squeeze
Cathy at the top with Cheryl almost there. Photo: Tiago Pereira
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The group photo Photo: Ben Davies
Michal Bortz gets stuck into the feast Photo: Ron

Andrew and Che Photo: Ben Davies

Garrick mixing some contoction Photo: Friedman

Millie and PipEpic
Photo: Ben Davies
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through shrubs and bushes to get to rocky outcrops where the party would be
held.
On top of the castle we lazed around setting up camp and recovering from the
hike up. Tentless, I set my sleeping bag down on the rocks. The Wog Wog
group arrived soon after the last Yadboro people had arrived. They looked
pretty buggered, but if they were buggered what would the Sassafras guys be
like? Their journey was even more difficult than the one from Wog Wog.
Everyone got changed as the temperature started to plummet. The group
photos were taken, with all of the girls shivering in their evening dresses. The
end of the photos sent the girls dashing to their tents to put on come clod
weather gear. Still, there was no sign of the guys from Sassafras.
Andrew and Che Photo: Ben Davies
As we started to drink they appeared, Tim, Steph,
Michael Bortz and Sam Margeson breaking out from the bushes. Steph in her
evening gown and the guys with shirts ties and thermal pants. Apparently, they
had hiked the whole way in their formal gear! For their amazing feat they
deservingly won the award for the best dressed. As they made camp it became
apparent that they were absolutely buggered and were soon indicating a desire
to leave via Yadabro in the morning.
I would like to say that some drunken debauchery went on that night, but it
wasn’t to be. Few people appeared eager to get drunk because of out
dehydrated state and the prospect of the return trip in the morning without water
to quench our hangovers. None the less we made an attempt. A ‘feast’ was
laid out on the rocks and the cocktails were mixed. We stood around in the cold
(by this time there was no wind) talking, joking and avoiding anything made with
vermouth. People started to drift away fairly early, and I think the party had
ended by eleven.

A cold wet morning on the Castle from under a tarp. Photo: Friedman
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Mt Gudgenby
By Andrew Peters
There are some trips that just keep on recurring on the Fridge Door - Mt
Gudgenby is one of those trips. What are we to make of this? Are we
ANUMC'ers just a boring, unimaginative lot who are merely capable of
repeating the same trips? Or, indeed, are we conoisseurs and admirers of the
classics? In the case of Mt Gudgenby, at least, only the latter can possibly hold
(this only coincidentally saves the author from a lynching).
The latest ANUMC victims of Mt Gudgenby, led by Michael Bortz, were Laura
Munsie, Sal Ozgul, Andrew Peters, Dave Price, and Andrey Shevchenko.
Forsaking the conventional ascent via the creek and south-east ridge, our
intrepid six made a direct charge from Bogong Creek to the summit. 3 hours,
700 vertical metres, and much cursing later our ensemble emerged from the
interminable Namadgi regrowth onto the famous Gudgenby granite slabs.
If, like the author, you are partial to fine views, and you haven't been lucky
enough to take in the view from Mt Gudgenby, then your humble correspondent
highly recommends that you make a point of getting up there. The spectacle
and immensity of the view is fantastic. It ranges from Jagungal and the Kerries
in the South, to the Tinderries, Tallaganda, and even Budawangs in the East, to
Yass in the North, and to the peaks of Northern Kosciuszko and of course
Namadgi in the West. What a sight!

Posing in front of the Mt Gudgenby summit cairn. Photo: Andrew Peters
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Is Mt Gudgenby's place in the canon
of classic Canberra walks deserved?
In the opinion of your humble
correspondent it certainly is. A 750m
elevation gain, a marvellous view,
and that famously craggy granite
slab that crowns it make Gudgenby
one of the most interesting peaks
Canberra has to offer. Hopefully
ANUMC'ers admiration of this classic
walk will continue for some time yet!

Scrambling up a rock face. Photo: Michael Bortz
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A nap on some soft grass between the rocks. Photo: Michael Bortz

Having soaked up the view from the top, and the scrub bashing tolerance of our
6 now more than exhausted, our group readily embraced the conventional route
down the south - east ridge and the creek. Ironically, on this easier descent
Dave had the misfortune of injuring his right knee. With Teutonic competency
and efficiency, and impressive resourcefulness, our valiant trip leader quickly
improvised a splint and Dave was
back on his way. Without a word of
complaint, Dave and the rest of the
group made it back to the car by
5pm to enjoy that great comfort of
civilisation - air conditioning.

